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SECRETARIES OF THE MILITARY
DEPARTMENTS
DEPARTMENTS
CHAIRMAN,
CHAIRMAN, JOINT
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OF DEFENSE
DEFENSE FOR
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SECRETARYOF
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COMMUNICATIONS
GENERAL COUNSEL
COUNSEL
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Strategic Guidance
Guidance for
for the
the Campaign
Campaign Against
Against Terrorism
Terrorism
Strategic

~

Attached is
strategic guidance
guidance for
for the
the Department
Department of
~ttached
is the
the approved
approved strategic
of
plans against
against terrorism. Effective immediately,
Defense to develop campaign
campaignplans
recipients
will ensure
recipients of
of this
this memorandum
memorandumwill
ensure that
that campaign
campaign plans
plans align
align with
with this
this
guidance
and
address
all
elements
contained
therein.
guidance and address all elements contained therein.
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Purpose
To provide strategic guidance to the Department
of
To provide strategic guidance to the Department of
Defense for the development of campaign plans.
Defense for the development of campaign plans.
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Outline
Outline
· Threats
T11reats

· Strategic Objectives
· Means
·
·

Strategic
Strategic Concept
Concept
Campaign Elements
Elements
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Threats
Terrorist organizations with global reach, including the al Qaida
· Terrorist organizations with
global reach, including the al Qaida
network, that threaten the US, its people, their interests,
network, that threaten the US, its people, their interests, territory
territory and
way of life.
life.
States that harbor,
or otherwise
otherwise support
support
· States that harbor, sponsor,
sponsor, finance,
finance, sanction
sanction or
those
those terrorist
terrorist organizations.
organizations.
Non-state actors (e.g., banks, corporations, criminal organizations, and
· Non-state actors (e.g., banks, corporations,
criminal organizations,
foundations) that sponsor, conceal, protect, finance,
foundations) that sponsor, conceal, protect, finance, or otherwise
otherwise
Support
those terrorist
support those
terrorist organizations.
organizations.

The capacity of terrorist organizations or
their state
state supporters
supporters to
· The capacity of terrorist organizations
or their
to
acquire, manufacture
use chemical,
biological, radiological
radiological or
acquire,
manufacture or
or use
chemical, biological,
nuclear
nuclear weapons
weapons or the means to deliver them.
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Strategic Objectives
Strategic
Objectives
.

Against terrorist organizations
organizations with
with global
global reach
reach that threaten US interests:

-

Disrupt,
Disrupt, damage
damage and
and destroy
destroy them
them through
through actions
actions against
against their
their leaders,
leaders, forces,
forces, support
support personnel
person~el and
and
networks
networks of
of state
state and
and non-state
non-state supporters.
supporters.
Deny them
mass destruction.
Deny
them access
access to
to or
or the
the ability
ability to
to use
use weapons
weapons of
of mass
destruction.
Deny them
Deny
them support
support from
from state
state and
and non-state
non-state entities.
entities.

·

Against
by providing
providing safe
safe haven,
haven, finance~,
finances,
A ainst states that support
su ort those
those terrorist
terrorist organizations
or anizations by
diplom
atic cover
cover or
diploll1atic
or other
other assistance:
assistance:
Convince
Convince or
or compel
compel states
states to
to sever
sever all
all ties
ties and
and terminate
tenninate terrorist
terrorist activity
activity within
within their
their borders.
borders.
Isolate
weaken regimes
regimes that
that support
support or
or harbor
harbor terrorists.
Isolate states
states from
from the
the international
international community
community and
and weaken
terrorists.

Disrupt,
control mechanisms
mechanisms and
andthe
themilitary
militarycapacity,
capacity, including
including WMD,
WMD, of
of
Disrupt, damage
damage or
or destroy
destroy internal
internal control
regimes
regimes that
that continue
continue to
to support
support terrorism.
terrorism.

·

Against
Against non-state
non-state entities
entities (e.g.,
(e.g., financial
financial institutions,
institutions, criminal
criminal groups,
groups, corporations,
corporations,
foundations and
and other
other entities):
entities):
-

Persuade
Persuade or
or compel
compel them
them to
to end
end their
their support
support to
to the
the terrorist
terrorist organizations.
organizations.
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Strategic Objectives
t.)
Strategic
Objectives (con
(cont.)
.

Protect
Protect the
the US
US and
and prevent
prevent further
further attacks
attacks against
against the US or US
iinterests.
ut eres t s.

.

.

Support
the creation
of an
international political
politica environment
Support the
creation of
an international
enVirOnlllenthostile
hostile to
terrorism
and states from
terrorisn1 to
to dissuade
dissuade individuals,
individuals, non-state
non-state actors,
actors, ,and
entering
entering into
into or initiating support
support for
for terrorism.
Deter
use of
of force
force against
against the
the US,
US, allies,
allies, friends
friends and
Deter aggression
aggression or
or the
the use
and
partners,
partners, and defend
defend their
their populations,
populations, forces and critical
critical
infrastnlctures.
infrastructures.

-

-

If
If deterrence
deterrence fails,
fails, defeat
defeat aggression
aggression or the use of force.

·

Prevent
Prevent or
or control
control the
the spreading
spreading or escalation of conflict.
conflict.

·

Assist
Assist other
other instruments
instruments of
of national
national power
power as
as directed
directed to
to encourage
encourage
populations
their supporters
populations dominated
dominated by
by terrorist
terrorist organizations
organizations or
or their
supporters to
t9
overthrow
that domination.
overthrowthat
domination.
.
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Means
.

Marsha', coordinate and synchronize all instruments of US national
power
Marshal,
coordinate and synchronize all instruments of US national power
- diplomatic, financial, intelligence, military
and other
other - in
-execution
diplomatic,
financial,
intelligence,
military
and
in the
the planning,
planning,
and
exploitation
of
a
global
campaign
against
terrorism
execution and exploitation of a global campaign against telTorism
sustainable
for
the
foreseeable future.
sustainable
foreseeable

.

Partner,
as appropriate,
institutions of other states on
Patiner, as
appropriate, with
with the
the people
people or institutions
particular
of this
missions should
should
particular elements
elements of
this campaign,
calnpaign, recognizing
recognizing that our Inissions
determine the composition of nmltinational efforts and operations.
detennine the conlposition of multinational efforts and operations.

.

Protect
Protect US
US and
and coalition
coalition partners'
partners' populations,
populations, forces and critical
infrastructures, in
infrastructures,
in order
order to
to maintain
maintain (among
(among other
other things)
things) the ability to
conduct
conduct combat
combat operations.
operations.

.

Be
Be prepared
prepared to
to conduct
conduct humanitarian
hUlnanitarian operations
operations as
as required.
required.

7
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Means (con
t.)
Means
(cont.)
.

Expose terrorists,
terrorists, state
non-state supporters
supporters that
that are
Expose
state militaries
militaries and
and non-state
are
concealed
break their
their networks
concealed or
or dispersed
dispersed to
to create
create opportunities
opportunities to break
networks.
and determination,
and
detennination, and
and to
to destroy
destroy them.
them.

.

Discredit terrorists
their operations,
operations,
Discredit
terrorists and
and their
their motives,
motives, disrupt
disrupt their
favorably
the world,
world, create
create disincentives
disincentives
favorably influence
influence public
public views
views. around
around the
for
for supporting
supporting or
or endorsing
endorsing terrorism,
terrorism, and
and create
create uncertainty
uncertainty in
in the
the
minds
psychological, and
and information
information
nlinds of
of terrorists
terrorists through
through influence,
influence, psychological,
operations.
operations.

.

Provide,
Provide, as
as required,
required, support
support to
to allies,
allies, partners,
partners, other
other groups
groups and
and
agencies
non-state supporters
supporters of
of
agencies combating
combating terrorism
terrorism or
or state
state or
or non-state
terrorism.
terrorism.
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Strategic
Multiple Fronts,
Fronts, Multiple
Strategic Concept.
Concept: Multiple
Multiple Agencies,
Agencies, Multiple
Multiple
Ins
truments, Multiple
Multiple Methods
Methods and
and Extended
Extended Duration'
Duration
Instrulnents,
·

To
the US
US Anned
Armed Forces,
Forces, in
inconcert
concert with
with other
other elements
elements of
To achieve
achieve the
the Strategic
Strategic Objectives
Objectives (set
(set out above), the
the US
as appropriate,
appropriate, will
will conduct
conduct aa global
global
the
US Government
Government and
and in
in cooperation
cooperation with
with allies
allies and
and friends,
friends, as
campaign
against
terrorism.
campaign against terrorism.
Campaign will
parallel along
Campaign
will consist
consist of
of aa series
series of
of continuing,
continuing, synchronized
synchronized actions
actions conducted
conducted in
in parallel
along multiple
multiple
lines of
of operations
lines
operations to:
to:

·

-

Break the determination
of terrorist
leaders, states and non-state
actors that support
terrorism.
Breakthe
determinationof
terroristleaders,statesand
non-stateactorsthat
supportterrorism.

-

Deny
effectively.
Deny their
their ability
abilityto
to react
reacteffectively.

This campaign
This
campaign will
will capitalize
capitalize on
on the
the following:
following:

-

US
thereby surprise
surprise enemies
enemies and
and keep
keep them
them off
us patience,
patience, power
power and
and creativity
creativity to
to act
act in
in unexpected
unexpected ways
ways and
and thereby
off balance.
balance.
Integrated
Areas for
for coordinated
coordinated military,
military, political,
political, intelligence,
intelligence, ecpnomic
economic
Integrated functional
functional and
and geographic
geographic Joint
Joint Operational
Operational Areas
other actions.
actions.
'
and other
Superior
to create
create an
an extended
extended capability
capability to
to sustain
sustain our
our objectives.
objectives.
Superior intelligence,
intelligence, defense,
defense, and
and information
information technologies
technologies to

-

Multinational
specific missions.
Multinational cooperation
cooperation on
Onspecific
missions.

USO
usa interagency contributions.
contributions.
Affecting
Affecting behavior
behavior through
throughinformation
informationand
andinfluence
influenceoperations,
operations,and
and electronic
electronic warfare.
warfare.

-

.

I

Creative,
overwhelm, intimidate,
intimidate, and
and demoralize
demoralize .the
the enemy
Creative, unconventional
unconventional operational
operational concepts
concepts designed
designed to
to shock,
shock, overwhelm,
en~my and
and
affect the
the calculations
calculations of
ofother
otherforeign
foreignstates
statesand
andentities.
entities.
99
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Campaign
Elements
Campaign Elements
War
War Aims
Further attacks
Further
attacks prevented
prevented against the US
Terrorists
Terrorists and
and state
state supporters defeated
defeated
Anti-terrorist global
Anti-terrorist
global environment established
Selective
redeployment
Selective
redeployment completed
completed
L
A

Plans and
Pictiis
and
Operations To
Operations
To
Prevent Further
Further.
Prevent
Attacks
Terrorist Attacks
Against
and
Against the
the US
US and
Support Civil
Support
Civil
A uthorities Ill
in
iÍlltliO/ltiCS
A
fanaging Their
IIIonoging
Coi
iscq lie/ices
Consequences

Plans and
Plans
and Operations
Operations
Against
Against Terrorist
Terrorist
Organizations,
Organizations,
Possibly
Possibly Including:
Including:
al
Qaida
al Qaida

4

Plans
Plans and
and Operations
Operations
Against
Against State
State Regimes
Regimes
That Support
Support Terrorists,
Possibly
Possibly Including:
Including:
Taliban
Taliban
Iraq BaathistPPary)
~~.Y:.J
_~._}~aq-B~a~~ist

Others
Others

.
.

.

'4

Plans
Plans and
and Operations
Operations
Against
Against Hostile
Hostile Non-State
Non-State
Entities
Entities That
That Support
Support
Terrorists,
Possibly
Terrorists, Possibly
including:
Including:
Financial
Financial institutions
institutions
Corporations
Corporations
Foundations .
_fronts fronts
Other
Other groups
groups

Set initial
Set
initial strategic
strategic conditions
conditions

Simultaneous operations,
lines of
SiIllultaneous
operations, multiple
multiple lines
of operations.
operations.
Create opportunities for further attacks.
Create opportunities for further attacks.

a Iterative plairning and operations
I
that can exploit sudden opportunities on a global scale as terorists
j

Iterative planning and operations that can exploit sudden opportunities on a global scale as terrorists
10
reveal
themselves.
reveal themselves.
-Top ~FrRFT,
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Set
Initial Strategic
Set Initial
Strategic Conditions
Conditions
Detect,
Detect~ prevent,
prevent, and/or
and/or mitigate
mitigate further
further attacks.
attacks.
Determine
Detennine and
and publicize
publicize declaratory
declaratory policy.
policy.
Prepare for
Prepare
for sustained
sustained military
military campaign
campaign comprising
comprising multiple
multiple global,
global, concurrent
concurrent actions:
actions:
Establish
Establish worldwide
worldwide functional
functionaland
and geographic
geographicjoint
joint operational
operational areas.
areas.
Conduct
global,
integrated
Intelligence
Preparation
of
the
Battlespace
Conduct global, integrated Intelligence Preparation of the Battlespace analysis.
analysis.
Mobilize and
Mobilize
and deploy
deploy required
required forces.
forces.
Establish global
mechanisms.
global C41
C41mechanisms.
Establish initial rules
rules of
of engagement,
engagement, defeat
defeat mechanism
mechanism and
and criteria for measuring progress/success.

Keep
Keep enemies
enemies off
offguard
guardand
andisolated
isolatedfrom
frominternational
internationalsupport:
support:
Demonstrate strategic
Demonstrate
strategic patience,
patience, while
while displaying
displaying global
global reach.
reach.
Conduct limited
limited operations
operations and
and be
be prepared
prepared to
to strike
strike at
at targets
targets of opportunity.
Employ
Employ strategic,
strategic, operational
operational and
and tactical
tacticaldeception.
deception.

Promote
Promote and
and organize
organize international
international support
supportfor
forcampaign:
campaign:

-

.

Secure required
Secure
required host
host nation
nation support,
support, overflight,
overflight, access,
access, and
and basing.
basing.
Determine national
national roles
roles in
in conducting
conductingparticular
particular assignments.
assignments.
Determine combined
combined command
command and
and control
controlarrangements.
arrangements.
Arrange
Arrange multiple
multiple coalitions,
coalitions,each
eachtailored
tailoredto
toaaspecific
specificpurpose.
purpose.
l'romote public
aspects of
of our
our war
war effort
effort and
and not
not support
support (or
(or even
even oppose)
oppose)
Promote
public awareness
awareness that
that coalition
coalition members
members may
may support
support aspects
other
other aspects.
aspects.

Discredit and
public opinion.
opinion. Degrade
Discredit
and undermine
undermine enemies,
enemies, influence
influence international
international public
Degrade and
and corrupt
corrupt enemy
enemy
infornmtion
infonnation and communications
communications networks:
networks:
Conduct
Conduct influence,
influence, psychological
psychological and
and information
informationoperations.
operations.
Aim:
Aim: Further
Further attacks
attacks prevented
prevented or
ormitigated;
mitigated;forces
forcesin
inplace;
place;multinational
multinational and
and interagency
interagency command
command and
and control
control
determined;
state
sponsors
and
terrorists
uncertain;
joint
operational
areas
established;
C41
infrastructure
operational.
determined; state sponsors and terrorists uncertain;joint operational area"sestablished; C41infrastructure operational.
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Plans
for Homeland
Plans and
and Operations
Operations for
Homeland Securiiy
Security
defense:
· Homeland
H0111ela11d
defense: Prevent
Prevent further
further terrorist
terrorist attacks
attacks against
against
the
United States.
t11eUnited
States.
managing
· Support
SllppOrt civil
civil authorities:
authorities: As
As directed,
directed, in
in managing
consequences of
c011sequences
of terrorist
terrorist attacks.
attacks.

.

Aim: Further attacks
Ailn:
attacks on the United States are
prevented;
to mitigate
mitigate effects
effects of
of
prevented; capability
capability in
in place
place to
terrorist attacks.
attacks.
terrorist
12
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Plans
Organizations
Plans and
and Operations
Operations Against
Against Terrorist
Terrorist Organizations
.

Attack terrorist
assets, especially
especially
Attack
terrorist leaders,
leaders, forces,
forces, other
other personnel,
personnel, facilities and assets,
WMD capacity.
WMD
capacity.

.

OWerwise disrupt
disrupt terrorist
terrorist planning,
and other
Otherwise
planning, financial
financial and
other support structures,
command
and control,
conl111andand
control, and
and operations
operations worldwide.
worldwide.

.

Create and
Create
and exploit
exploit opportunities
opportunities for
for further
further attacks
attacks on terrorists.
terrorists.

.

Corrupt
accurate information
information and
Corrupt their
their information
information and
and deny
deny them
them access
access to accurate
secure
secure and effective communications.
communications.

.

Discredit
Discredit terrorists,
terrorists, turn
turn populations
populations and
and governments
governments against
against them,
them, and
and
isolate
isolate terrorists
terrorists in
in international
international politics.
politics.

.

Develop
and military
plans to
to disrupt
disrupt and
and attack
attack terror~st
terrorist
Develop diplomatic,
diplomatic, economic
econol11icand
military plans
networks
and
networks in
in non-hostile
non-hostile states
states possibly
possibly including
including
and the
the

Aim:
Aim: Terrorist
Terrorist organizations
organizations no
no longer
longer capable
capable of
of conducting
conducting
attacks;
attacks; states
states eliminate
eliminate terrorist
terrorist activities
activities within
within their borders.
borders.
13
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Plans and
Against State
State
Plans
and Operations Against
Supporters of
of Terrorism
Supporters
Develop
Develop plans
plans for
for operations
operations
Iraq,
Iraq,
to execute plans
plans ifif directed.
directed.

·

against
hostile regimes
regimes in
Afghanistan,
against hostile
in Afghanistan,
and
possibly elsewhere
be prepared
prepared
and possibly
elsewhere and
and be

·

Convince or
terminate terrorist
Convince
or compel
compel states
states to sever all ties and terminate
terrorist
activity
activity within their
their borders.
borders.

·

Isolate
and weaken
weaken regimes
regimes
Isolate states
states from
from the
the international
international community
community and
that
that support
support or harbor terrorists.
terrorists.
.

Destroy
mechanisms and
Destroy internal
internal control
control1nechanisms
and the
the military
military capacity,
including
including WMD,
WMD, of
of regimes
regimes that
that continue
continue to support terrorism.

·
,.

;

.:.../

Aim:
ability to
to continue
continue harboring,
harboring,
Ai111:No
No state
state has
has the
the resolve
resolve or
or ability
sponsoring
supporting terrorists
terrorists of
sponsoril1g or
or otherwise
ot11erwisesupporting
of global
global reach.
reach~
14
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Plans
Plans and
and Operations
Operations Against
Against Non-State
Non-State
Entities That
Support Terrorism
Entities
That Support
Terrorism
,
.~

.~

or unable
unable to
to provide
provide
· Render
Render non-state
non-state entities
entities unwilling
unwilling or
support
support to
to terrorists.
terrorists.
non-state entities
entities tl1at
that
· Sever links between terrorist and non-state
support
Sllpport them.
theine
· Seize
Seize non-state
non-state supporters'
supporters' resources
resources and
and threaten
threatel1 their
their
own
own means
Ineans of
of support.
support.
I

Aim: Non-state
Non-state entities
not support
support terrorism
terrorism or
or are
areno
no longer
longer viabl~;
viab1;
Ailn:
entities do
do not
terrorist organizations
other non-state
non-state entities
entities and
and unable
unable to
tö
terrorist
organizations cut
cut off
off from
from other
receive financial
receive
financial and
and other
other types
types of
of support.
support.
0
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